2nd February 2012
Run Number 196
Starting at the Augustus John, Liverpool University
The Pack: Snoozanne, Madhatter, Alternative Entrance, Carthief, FCUK,
Compo, 10”, ET (Hare), Toy Boy.
It was real winter temperatures as we gathered inside the Augustus John with
FCUK seemingly greeting every other person in the place as one of his
students. (French always was a laid back faculty).
10” posed as a car to fool the barriers for additional parking.
Gathering the pack and our breath against the cold we posed outside with
Megapixel ET taking the official flash

The start was a little away from the pub with Toy Boy ensuring that the post
stayed upright whilst the instructions were declared.

Off we went and Crown Street it was. Oxford Street followed and then a
deadly

Beech, Holly and Prescot followed and then it was

Park and a

It was about this time that the Hare took pity and showed a short cut to
several of the SRBs
FCUK held up his hands in acknowledgement whilst Mad Hatter hides in
shame.

There was some discussion as to the pronunciation and meaning of the name

It reminds me of the joke the morning after a wild orgy of the gods and some
nubile women.
A god appears before one of the women and says “I’m Thor”. She replies “I
am so thore that I can hardly pith”.
Back at the cars and Snoozanne had first remembered the date and then
produced haggis and even vegetarian haggis together with the necessary
sauce.
This was quickly demolished

The circle formed and in the absence of a recognizable RA the democratic
version took over.
The Hare
FCUK for forgetting to bring his car park card.
10” for pretending to be a car in lieu of a second parking card.
Toy Boy, FCUK, Compo, Mad Hatter for shortcutting.
Mad Hatter for going past a chip shop.
The cold got to us and we retired to the Augustus John where the AGM took
place.
GM - ET
Vice GM – 10”
RA - Tia Maria
Vice RA - Overdrive
Pro Vice RA - Sprog
Hare Razor - FCUK
Hash Flash Senior Megapixel - ET
Hash Flash Junior Megapixel - Carthief
Hash Scribe - Carthief
Beermeister - Mad Hatter
Beer Wench - Sprog
Hash Nosh – Snoozanne
Hash Cash – 10”
Stats - Cleopatra
Webmaster – Austin Powers
Apprentice Webmaster - Compo
Pro Vice Webmaster – 10”
Facebook – Alternative Entrance
After the votes money changed hands for the Liverpool beer festival and the
T-shirts for the 200th run. FCUK was so worried that his students might think
that he was being bribed that he surreptitiously passed an envelope around
under the table to collect the money.

